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;ust under 20 ft. in length, the Lightweight
Sharpie is one of the largest centreboarders in Australia. An up-dated version of the International 12
square metre class, the L.W. Sharpie is suited to both
racing and cruising and is already well established in
all States and in New Guinea.

T

HE craft is well-named-with an
overall length of 19 ft. 7¾ ins.
(six metres) the hull weighs a mere
180 lbs., thanks to the modern techniques of marine plywood production.
The Sharpie is of a very strictly
policed one-design clas , and anyone
seeing a Sharpie for the first time
cannot be anything but impressed
with its lines.
rt gives an instant
impression of speed and grace. The
Sharpie is unique, not only for the
fact that it i much larger than the
majority of centreboard cla se being
sailed in thi country, but becau e it
i a National cla . In fact, it is the
only senior Australian National class,
with more than 500 boats ailing
throughout the Commonwealth.

The Light-weight Sharpie is a direct
descendant of the International Sharpie, which was designed by the German yachtsman Kroger as far back as
1930. The e boats were big-506
lb . hull weight to be precise-and
growing production costs for these
heavies
made
the
International
Sharpie's future black indeed.
In
1958, two West Australian enthusiasts, Bob and Les Addison, built a
boat jn Perth to orthodox International
Sharpie regulations and size, replaced
the heavy timber hull with one of
marine ply, of ,'\i in. thickness. This
made the boat cheaper to build, fa t,
and easily manoeuvrable.
Within a
year, a dozen boats had been built in
Perth to the new plan, and in the
last eight years numbers have soared
to more than 500.

We have said the hull gives an impression of speed at first glance-but
it also gives an impression of rather
dubious stability. The fir t impres ion
is accurate, the L. W. Sharpie is a fast
ailing boat by any tandards.
The

second impre ion fortunately, is inaccurate-while
the Sharpie may eem
a little sensitive to any weight transfer
in the hull while at a standstill, it
gathers speed rapidly when under way,
and immediately develops tremendous
stability, along the same principles as
a bicycle-the
faster it goe the more
table it is.
The sail area is not as large as
might be expected on a boat of this
hull length. Working sails have a total

speed has exceptional buoyancy, increa ed by the use of a crewman on
the trapeze. The 10 ft. long cockpit makes handling quite simple, and
there is a lack of the "three's-acrowd" feeling often found in other
centreboarders.
The deep centreboard and long overall length make
the Sharpie ideally suited to the
choppy seas experienced on open
waters like Port Phillip Bay, Botany
Bay, and a number of the larger inland lakes. It handles with ea e the
swell and often boi terous conditions
of sea around Adelaide, where its
popularity is increasing.
For a boat of such peed and performance, the Sharpie is a safe craft.
This is due to two main factor -its
built-in buoyancy, and its immediate
respon e to orders from the crew.
It is a boat that gives a skipper and
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area of 160 square feet, but with the
spinnaker in use, and with such a
lightweight hull, the Sharpie has quite
an impres ive power to weight ratio,
and really moves under any breeze.
It is alway willing to plane at the
drop of a hat, and marked acceleration i noticeable during a brief gust
of wind. From a start, the Sharpie's
light weight-its
secret to success in
all department -make
it quite ea y
to get up a good peed within a
second or two. In essence, it is an
easily driven boat.

It is a delightful boat to sail, and
is quick to answer any movement of
the large tiller. It can be manoeuvred
with ea e by any rea onably competent dinghy sailor. The Sharpie at

crew the feeling of really being the
boss. even in anything but ideal conditions. It responds so quickly and
accurately to the slightest adjustment
in trim or helm that the crew can
get to know the boat as an individual,
rather than a just another boat, and
with practice, can drive the Sharpie
very quickly and accurately with only
the slightest of movements.
The
Sharpie, will, in fact, sail any way
the crew decides. Its buoyancy comes
from bulkhead
fore and aft which
form water-tight compartment
and
confine any water to the centre of the
boat, where it least affects the
stability.
Sharpies cannot be built
with a self-draining cockpit. In the
event of a capsize, the boat can be
righted and sailed away with a ven-
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on the floor doing the bailing.
pivoting centreboard and rudder
designed to allow easy launching
beaching in shallow water.

The Sharpie is designed as a fast
responsive boat, and therefore a boat
that will bring out the best in a good
sailor.
For this reason, it i a
popular craft with experienced ailors,
and an ideal training platform for
future Olympic-clas
crewmen. Some
of the top men in Flying Dutchmen,
Dragon, 5.0.5 and 5.5 metre, and
Y.W. Keelboat classes have come
from the ranks of the L.W. Sharpie
crews. On the other hand, the fact
that it i more a racehorse than a
hack should not deter the amateur
sailor.
Its roomy cockpit makes it
an ideal crui ing craft, and the
stability and inherent buoyancy will
take a lot of punishment before giving away to other forces. Its length
makes it a boat suitable to make it
home afely in a good blow.
And
will heave-to with complete safety.
Handling the Sharpie is becoming
easier with the introduction, or perhaps nowadays, the common acceptance, of simplified fittings and the use
of terylene sails and an aluminium
mast.
The aluminium ma t can be
easily
taken
down,
making
the
Sharpie an easy boat to be trailed.
In evidence of this, I 966 saw the
Australian
championship
contenders
come to Sydney from as far away a
Tasmania
and Cairns and Perth.
Thirty-four selected State team boats
were towed behind cars.

A word of warning to those
novices who may be interested in
sailing the Sharpie. Because of its
responsive nature, the Sharpie requires skilful control to produce it
best performances.
This won't bother
those who are prepared to experiment
to find the best results-in
fact it is
an ideal boat in which the novice can
learn the finer point of ailing in
safety-the
Sharpie will not respond
quite so disastrously to mistakes by
the crew as ome craft.
One point
that
is noted
in producing
the
Sharpie' best efforts is that the hull
hould sit as flat as possible in the
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water.
Unlike
ome other centreboarder , it doe
not sail better
slightly heeled.
For thi
reason,
experience with the trapeze will increase sailing peeds.
Purchasing or building an L.W.
Sharpie can be achieved fairly swiftly.
The light weight marine ply construction makes things fairly simple for the
backyard builder, and the aluminium
ma t can be fitted without too much
trouble.
However, if boat building is
beyond an enthusiast, he can have one
professionally
built in one of the
major cities. This, of course. will be
much dearer, depending on fittings
and finish. Profes ionally built craft
cost somewhere around $ J .200, but

of course, these are fitted with the
be t equipment and are from the be t
materials.
Alternatively,
available
fini hed, hull only. hull fitted. unpainted,
etc.-pretty
well in any
degree de ired.

The Sharpie is a big, fast, and safe
centreboard class, designed for three
and at home in the hands of an
amateur sailor. It can bring out the
best in a skilled sailor, and can be
sailed in short choppy eas, with complete safety. The harpie, well fitted,
respon ive, and graceful. is well worth
the money spent. Further detail can
be obtained from D. F. Hogg, Publicity Officer, 2 Oakleigh Avenue,
Magill. S.A.
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